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Open Call 
for Games 
Themed 11 Playground City. Meeting people, connecting spaces, overcoming borders 11

, the 
international Urban Games Festival playin'siegen will take place for the third time from 
August 13 - 15, 2021. We will be playing games in the urban space of Siegen's center. 

You are a game developer, (game) artist or generally a creative mind and have an 
original game or art concept, a playful performance or a great workshop idea with 
which you would like to enrich our festival? Then get in touch and become part of 
turning the city into a giant playground. 

We would like to see offers 
that make the urban space accessible in a playful way and maybe even open up a whole 
new perspective on it, assigned to at least one of the elements of the event motto 
"Meeting people, connecting spaces, overcoming borders", which do not pose a high risk 
of injury, which exclude vandalism of any kind to the surroundings. 

Please let us know what kind of location is needed for your offer. 
We want to remind you that we are still in a pandemic situation and that further 
restrictions can occur on short notice. 

Support from our side: 
We can provide you with volunteers on the festival days and up to a certain amount of 
technical support if needed. 

If you want to send us your concept / idea or other interesting suggestions, please send 
us an email to call@playinsiegen.de! 

We leave it up to you in which form you want to present your concept to us. The deadline 
for submissions is June 30, 2021, and our content team will review all proposals and let 
you know as soon as possible if your concept fits into the program. 

We look forward to meet you and your idea, so start planning and join us on an 
evolutionary journey of play! 

The earlier we hear from you, the better! Then we have enough time to plan and embed 
your idea into our concept. 


